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THE HABIT OF GIVING.
M Bp Wm. Marion Reedy

country lias had an exercise of its generosity lately. It is a good

CHE People have heen giving, giving, giving for various causes for

h three years. The total of gifts must ho enormous. Now the course in
H giving has heen capped by the great Red Cross contribution. The success of
H this latter adventuro in helpfulness has been enormous. Some people profess
H to be surprised thereby. They should not be surprised. For there is no habit
H that grows upon people more than this habit of giving.
H If you will think a moment you will remember that no man who has ever
H begun giving has ever stopped it not even at death. The philanthropic folk
H are by cynics said to engage in the practice for the gratification of their own
H vanity. There may be some little truth in the saying, but it must be borne in
H mind that these are and have 'been hard-heade- d business men, hateful of waste
B and of ineffectiveness. Often they must be disappointed in results, but they
H never discontinue their benevolent activities. You will find them always on
M every subscription list. They are men to whom, in their respective communi- -

M ties, whenever there is need of aid for things deserving,' their neighbors and
M, fellow-citizen- s turn at once for contributions.
fl They are often deceived and frequently "done," but that does not tighten
M their purse-string- Most of them do not even have to bo solicited. They vol- -

m unteer their funds. They have a pleasure in giving that disappointments cannot
M spoil and they will say, if you ask them, that they are satisfied with the results
M they get upon the whole. Constantly new recruits join their ranks and it is in- -

fl teresting to observe how the man who begins by giving trepidatingly and in a
H small way develops into a temerarious and copious disburser of funds. You will

find him perhaps piqued that some subscription has been brought off to which
H he was not a party.
M Then givers are not always the very wealthy, either. It is surprising how
B much is given by men of what can justly be called moderate means. Few of
H them specialize in objects of generosity. Any good project appeals to them.
M Most of them do as much, or more, privately than they do publicly. Anyone in
H any community who is called upon frequently to help raise money for things
B that are not investments is aware that there are a number of "sure shots," un- -

H failing s to the callers for a contribution. And each time the need
H arises there are new ones who are getting into the giving habit. Usually they
H will be found to be men hard as nails in a business deal, close figurers, looking
V for the discount for cash, and all that. There is nothing about them of the
H "sucker." I have found that most of them say that they have found that giving
H grows upon them. It isn't that they forget how to say "no," for they can say it,
B like a steel trap shutting, in business matters.
H When there comes a great drive like the one for the Red Cross, all the reg- -

H ulars respond, but many others are drawn into the movement by the especial
H force of the immediate object and of these new men a great many develop into
H standbys. The Red Cross subscription has made countless steadies for future
B touches. I have no doubt that the great campaign for the Liberty loan brought
H many a subscription to the Red Cross a felicitous exemplification of that crowd
B psychology to which are attributed more bad things than good. Not that I
H would say that subscription to the loan was charity, but it was a rally to the
H support of the government.
H The evidence is strong that giving is both infectious and contagious. One
H wishes that it were possible for giving to cure the ills and sorrows that invoke
H It. It doesn't. Society as organized creates more need than charity can ever
H cope with. Alms may help victims. They do not reach causes. But so much
H granted, we must still approve of giving, for it is a sign of the growth of sym- -

H pathy and understanding, and understanding may find its way to root remedies.
H We must have more and more change of heart before we can do very much in

m-- the way of changing the social system, and as it happens there have to be givers
H even to the cause of social and economic returns.
V The growth of the giving habit is lapping over into the field of reform. I
H have no fear that this is one good custom that will corrupt the world, and the
H best thing about the giving habit is that it tends after a while to lead many men
H who begin merely by giving money, to giving themselves to ameliorative work
H on the economic plane.

ROOSEVELT'S contribution in "boys" to America's cause in
COLONEL war is splendid. Two are already in France, serving as aides

Pershing, and two more will soon bo upon the field of battle
H in France. And a son-in-la- is going also. And thus the colonel is making good
B in his famous assurance of some months back.

ORE than 4,000,000 persons subscribed to the Liberty loan. This is the
answor to assertions in the German newspapers that it was a bankers'
loan. Of the subscribers 3,960,000 asked for allotments of $50 to $10,000,

k and only twenty-on- e banks) corporations and individuals subscribed to more
H0- - tlian $5,000,000 each. Thus 90 per cent of the loan represents popular sub- -

scriptions.

r .

B There is nover a defeat for the kaiser. When the allies dispose of a German
H army they automatically conserve the .Empire's food. Newark News.

THE FREEING OF THE EARTH

rich fellows, munitions makers and others, who brought on the
CHOSE according to tho pacifists, what fools they are! They might

have sat tight and continued to make money off the warring nations by
selling them supplies. They might have continued to loan those nations money
and collect the interest. But they forced us into war and now they have to pay
heavy income and profit and other taxes. And as the war goes on the taxes
will become heavier, while their capital will he diminished in value. Moreover, .

while we were not at war we might have gone on building up our foreign trade
with countries not at war. The interests that promoted the war appear to have
been hoist on their own petard. They were getting theirs nicely while we were
out of war, but now they are getting theirs in quite the opposite sense. Of
course if the allies lost the war we might have lost the money we loaned them

. to carry it on, but now that we are in the war our capitalists have to risk ten or
twenty times what they stood to lose before.

It is a too common saying that wo' are in the war to make money. Europe
was saying a while back that wo stayed out of tho war to make money. I don't
see how we are going to make money out of the war to any extent. Wo cannot
collect any indemnity from anyone; at least we will not. We have got to pay
for our share in the war and for the shares of others, too. Tho profiteers will
be increasingly relieved of their profits as those profits are revealed. Five years
of war will destroy industry at the present rate of cost of war. Taxes will bo
so heavy that industry will not be able to bear up under it. When the tax upon
work and production reaches the stage of intolerability, perhaps wo shall begin
to tax the wealth that is produced by everybody and engrossed by the few.

The country is going to lose money directly by going into the war. Wo
shall have a debt in many billions to pay. Who will pay it? Not the producers,
when the war shall have opened their eyes. There will be but one way to re- -

store industry, by opening up all natural resources to use, by destroying all mon-
opoly in the destruction of land monopoly. The workers of this country and of
the world will take care of all the debts by refusing to pay them to men who
loaned to the nations the money those men never earned. The time will come
when the bonds for the war will be paid by taxing the earth out of the private
possession of the great money-lender-

For the present, however, the man of small or moderate means can best
get his share of the earnings of the earth by joining the bondholders. Invest-
ment in bonds by workers is a step towards partial democratization of wealth.
Everybody will have to pay the bonds and therefore each man were wise to ar-
range that so far as possible his payment shall be made to himself. This is the
pragmatic philosophy for all radicals. It is the way to use the winds of the
world storm to fill the sails of economic reform and utilize the force to bring
the cause of a free earth to snug harbor. Reedy's Mirror.

CHECK THE SPECULATORS

addition to the many services which the farmers render the public in

XN general, there is another and a most important one. That is, when men '

representing big commission houses come to them and offer to buy their
'

crops for purposes of speculation, to get the names of the men and the firms
they represent and send them to Washington, D. C, and allow the government
to take care of them. It is said that representatives of speculators have been
all through the South and bought tho crops as they are in the ground. The
prices offered have been such as to tempt the producer.

That means that we will be held up and made to suffer by paying an ex-

orbitant price for the crop when it is placed in the retail markets. Such men
have been through the country and offered two dollars a bushel for the crop
which has hardly been more than planted. Of course the buyer in that case is
taking a risk, it is a gamble, so to speak. However, if the crop is a good one the
buyer pays two dollars a bushel for what he gets and then sells it and makes a
mighty handsome profit judging from the prices asked for potatoes today.

At the present time, that is the first part of this week, potatoes were selling
at $1.35 a peck, or $5.40 a bushel. It was said that the last part of the week they
would be $1.75 a peck or $7 a bushel. Surely that is a pretty high price to have
to pay for a staple article of diet as the potato. These speculators are cognizant
of the rise in price and thinking only In terms of dollars and cents see their way
clear to make a great deal of money through their trading in the necessaries of
life.

This is one of the things that sends the cost of living to such heights as to
make it almost impossible to get money enough to pay for merely the neces-
sities of life. These are tho methods that cause disorder, dissatisfaction and
discord. It is a matter which should be brought to the attention of the govern-
ment which should bend every effort to stop this speculation in food stuffs. Al-

ready many things are being charged for at a ridiculous rate solely because of
the actions of the speculators who sneak around and buy up supplies, then hold
them until there is a shortage and they can ask what price they will and get it.
This practice might be considered good business, but in times like the present
it should not bo tolerated. Bridgeport Life.

The disagreement smoldering between Germany and Austria may be de-

scribed as a rift in the loot. London Opinion.
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